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Professional Books of Interest:
Creating an Environment for Literacy
EDITED BY JOE LUBIG, N. SUZANNE STANDERFORD,

&

SUE SZCEZEPANSKI, NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

ere in Michigan's Upper Peninsula winter has set in and it is time for ''Yoopers" to begin to stockpile those
memories we value most from the summer and fall months. Like so many pieces of cord word stacked,
these memories help sustain us through the winter months ahead. Many of our neighbors and colleagues
in warmer climates seem perplexed as to why we tolerate the snow and the cold for as long as we do each year.
We argue that the winter months provide us with an opportunity to savor our thoughts and to change the pace of
our lives towards one of reflection. It is a time for us to slow down and plan for the upcoming spring.
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Winters in the U .P. demand that we be prepared. The winter season requires us to make detailed lists of supplies so we can face the foul weather. Winter requires an intimate connection to our environment as well as a
dependency on the network of friends and neighbors surrounding us to help out in emergencies. It provides us
the time to value a well-written letter or the words of an author.
Here in the U.P. we often know what summer is by knowing what it is not based on the length of time the
blanket of snow remains on the ground. We invite you to pull that white blanket of winter up to muffle the
imagined buzz of a summer mosquito or the crunch underfoot of burnt orange autumn leaves to cozy up with
your thoughts and wonders about teaching. The books reviewed in this month's column will help sustain you
through some wintry moments so, when spring finally arrives, your teaching can snap as loudly and echo with
the same authority as the last winter ice sheets breaking up on Lake Superior.

Naked Reading: Uncovering What Tweens Need to Become Lifelong Readers by Teri S. Lesesne, 2006, ISBN
978-157110-416-8, Portland, ME: Stenhouse Publishers, 128 pp; $16.00.
BY JOLEEN LORENS

When I read Naked Reading I went, "Ah-h, now
this is reading." I could not put the book down.
This smooth, quick read kept me up late into the
night until I finished. I was inspired to change the
way I taught in my sixth-grade classroom. Packed
with inspiration and ideas this is a perfect book for
pre-service teachers as well as current teachers of
"tween" students.
I was a reluctant reader as a tween and a teen due
to the types of books I was required to read and was
not turned on to reading until very late in my career.
Teri S. Lesense aims to turn this type of experience
around through Naked Reading providing insight
on engaging tween-level readers to promote their
development as lifelong readers.
Beginning with T for Trust, Lensense's T-A-R-G-E-T
model helps establish a connection between teacher
and tween reader. T-A-R-G-E- Tis an acronym that
translates into Trust, Access, Response, Guidance,
Enthusiasm, and Tween-appeal. Beginning with
Trust, Lensense states we must be very careful about
how much we use books for instructional purposes.
This reminder, along with many others, can be found
in the TARGET model.
WINTER

It is like being stuck between a rock and a hard
place. A tween reader is still youthful, yet ready to
grow up. A tween is older than the younger kids,
yet not quite a teen. Throughout Lesense's book she
provides opportunities for reflection on what tween
readers need:
What types of post reading lessons do they like
or dislike? In general, the older tweens
would prefer creating models of their favorite
character out of clay, soap, wood, or plaster
over writing a character biography.
What are their favorite genres? Some of these
genres include nonfiction and suspense.
Why allow students to read comic books? Lensense
lists many examples, e.g., pictures help convey
the meaning of the story when the story line
through the written print is confusing.
Questions such as these are answered in this book.
Lesense also includes a wonderful list of age-appropriate book titles and summaries.
I would definitely recommend this book for all middle
school teachers. It allows teachers to relax and enjoy
the teaching of reading. Lesense's examples are
those that we have learned and slowly forgotten as
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we work our way through a standard-based environment. Her book reminds us that the love of reading
for tweens will continue to grow with the assistance
of an adult that can guide them. This book is not
filled with prescriptive reading lessons. Instead,
Naked Reading exposes the connection between what

excites tweens about reading and what needs to be
taught in the reading classroom. Give Naked Reading a try; I know you will enjoy it. Naked Reading, I
could "barely" put it down.
Joleen Lorens teaches sixth grade at Gilbert
Elementary School in Gwinn, Michigan.

Becoming a Literacy Leader: Supporting Learning and Change by Jennifer Allen; 2006; Portland, ME: Stenhouse. $18.00; ISBN: 978-157110-419-9; 152 pp.
lists of professional books to extend the learning,
BY PAULA DIEDRICH
and a planning schedule. She also shows us how this
After sharing Jennifer Allen's book, Becoming a
professional development approach was used sucLiteracy Leader, with one of my district's literacy
cessfully for student instruction, enabling teachers
coaches I received a thank you note: "I furiously took
to see the connection between Allen's ideas and their
notes .... Our district has three on order; one for each
classroom practice.
of the literacy coaches." Later she told me she loved
how Allen took the whole concept of literacy coaching
As the book continues, it guides the reader toward
and made it approachable and practical. But the
the role of literacy leader. Each chapter takes a key
book isn't just for literacy coaches. All educators are
component of Allen's program and dissects it. The
literacy leaders and can gather ideas from Jennifer
components include study groups, intervention classAllen's experience.
rooms, classroom coaching, fluency awareness projects,
support for assessment, scheduling, and budget.
The first chapter starts to build on the energy of
what a literate classroom can be: literacy bulletin
Like the other ideas in the book, Allen's typical
board ideas, book swaps, and professional book
schedules for a day and a week prove beneficial to all
libraries. All of these ideas could be adapted by any
educators. Our school's guidance counselor, whose
teacher wanting to promote literacy in any school.
growing list of responsibilities requires a flexible
To help us even more with each idea, Allen includes
schedule, found it helpful in developing her daily and
supporting photos, diagrams, and lists. In the first
weekly calendars.
chapter she also includes a blueprint design of her
All educators will find Becoming a Literacy Leader
literacy room, photos of her bulletin boards, and lists
a practical "how-to guide." Classroom teachers will
of books in sorted bins.
look at individual chapters for specific instructional
Not to forget writing, Allen's chapter "Seven Stories"
ideas. Literacy leaders or coaches will find ideas
illustrates the tenants of the National Writing
for leading productive and sustained professional
Project (NWP). For those not familiar with the NWP
development programs. Allen's text will transform
philosophy, it is based on teachers "working together
any school into a network of literacy leaders.
to improve ourselves as writers and as writing
Paula Diedrich teaches English and language
teachers" (p. 30). Allen takes us through her model
arts at Bothwell Middle School in Marquette,
for an in-service program and provides an overview,
Michigan.
When Writing Workshop Isn't Working: Answers to Ten Questions Grades 2-5 by Mark Overmeyer; 2005;
Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers. $16.00; ISBN: 1-57110404-6; 144 pp.
BY JOLENE HETHERINGTON

Running into difficulties with writing workshop?
Want to fine-tune your students' writing? This is a
book for you! Mark Overmeyer tackles 10 tough questions that every writing teacher encounters. Through
vignettes of classroom visits, he leads you through a
series of lessons. His use of actual events allows the
reader to experience the context of the classroom as
he shares both the conversation of writing lessons as
well as examples of student work.
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The chapter titled "How Can I Help My Students
Develop Better Vocabulary and Word Choice?" was
first to catch my eye as I perused the contents. Looking for ways to improve my students' vocabulary, I
eagerly read the chapter. The dawning moment for
me was the short section titled "Highlight verbs, deemphasize adjectives." Yes, here it was! The maxim
I was looking for my students to follow. Too many
adjectives actually weaken the sentence structure,
not enhance it. Having students answer "what is the
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noun doing?" makes them think of verbs that paint
a picture. Overmeyer goes on to explain the use of
drama in helping students feel emotions and experience actions so they may create those word pictures.
The next chapter to jump out at me was "How Can
I Help My Students Use Revision Effectively?" I
struggle to get my students to revise their writing
as they tend to be satisfied with their first draft or
are tired of their writing and want to be done. Again,
the "Ah-ha" moment arrived; combine better word
choices with the revision process! This technique
gives students the opportunity to exchange those
weak verbs for something stronger and to limit the
use of adjectives in their writing. The other suggestion from this chapter I have incorporated into my
classroom is to have students revise my writing.
This gives the student the opportunity to see that all
writers need to revise their writing.

&
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Overmeyer's experience as a teacher of writing
shines through every page. Suggestions for working
with English language learners are included. Two
of the seven appendices, "Books to Support Memoir
Writing" and "Books to Support Narrative Writing,"
allow teachers to get their hands on resources quickly
without having to reinvent the wheel. The book is well
organized as each chapter answers a tough question
and ends with the author's final thoughts.

When Writing Workshop Isn't Working is an excellent
resource to keep within reach. Overmeyer's work will
help teachers quickly find answers to those burning
questions on writing. It has a permanent home on
my bookshelf.

Jolene Hetherington, an Upper Peninsula Writing Project teacher consultant, teaches fourth
grade at Munising Public Schools.

Letters to a New Teacher: A Month-by-Month Guide to the Year Ahead by Jim Burke and Joy Krajicek; 2006;
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. $22.00; ISBN 0-32500-923-6; 188 pp.
BY HEATHER HOLLANDS

When I have questions about teaching English, I
often turn to the books of master teacher Jim Burke.
His best-selling titles, such as Writing Reminders
and The English Teacher's Companion, are staples
for teachers everywhere. Burke and Krajicek's Letters to a New Teacher: A Month-by-Month Guide to
the Year Ahead, represents a fascinating departure
from Burke's other texts, and it should be included
in every English teacher's library. As an experienced
educator, I expected Letters to a New Teacher would
open rich dialogue with my student teachers. In
the first few pages, however, I realized that Burke
reflects on questions with which I still struggle.

Letters to a New Teacher features letters and e-mails
written by Burke to first-year teacher Joy Krajicek.
When Krajicek introduces herself to Burke on the
first day of school he tells her if she has questions
about anything related to teaching to jot them down
on an index card and he will respond. Her questions range from, "How do you manage a group of
thirty-five sophomores who won't stop talking and
pay attention" to "Am I the only one who is weighed
down by the pressures I alone set for myself?"
In an intimate way, Burke reveals his experience
in the classroom and his own vulnerabilities. For
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example, he describes how a letter from a student
calling him "ignorant" and "incompetent" has taken
up residence in his head. I related to his experience
having received a similar letter on a student's final
exam. Like the letter he received, it was a lone
opinion. Nonetheless, I spent the whole summer
thinking about what I could have done differently
to reach that student. Reading Burke's reaction was
comforting as I realized that even the best teachers
go through these experiences. I learned that the
inner-critic, which he addresses, is more demanding
than the criticism from any one student.
Responding to Krajicek's questions throughout the
year leads Burke to realize that his letters are as
much to himself as they are to her. They help him
discover what he stands for reminding him why he
continues the difficult work of teaching. Letters to a
New Teacher is now an important part of my collection of professional books. It helps me appreciate
what it means to be a reflective, passionate teacher.
Yes, this book is for novice teachers but it goes
well beyond that. Burke's honest, deeply personal
responses will resound with anyone who strives to be
a better teacher.

Heather Hollands teaches English at Gwinn
High School and is a member of the Leadership
Team of the Upper Peninsula Writing Project.
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This cartoon montage represents a semester of doodling that University of Michigan-Flint education major David
Spiller engaged in during his university classes. Scattered across margins and embedded throughout his notes,
these graphics offer a striking view of learning not conveyed through language alone. While some may consider
doodling to be evidence of a wandering mind, others may view it as layers of learning communicated beyond
language.
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